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THK perfection of the submarine
has not i»een attained, ami the
progress of its development is
so rapid that what took place

last month passes into history and is
not the standard for next month's con¬
struction. Hut, with it all, the United
States is, except in numbers, the leader
of the world's navies in the develop¬
ment of this type of craft.
The submergence to invisibility of

the submarine is a defense not to be
overcome by any known means of at¬
tack. only when it comes sufficiently
near the surface to deliver its torpedo
is it vulnerable to the assault of hos¬
tile ram or pun lire. Many of the
brightest and most scientific minds in
the world are engaged upon the prob¬
lem of how to resist and how to attack
submarines and, so far no conclusive
answer has been foun.i. Enough is
known of what submarines have ac¬

complished in the way of attacking
and driving iiom its positions the
greatest i ..J armament the world has
evtr known ai.-l in the damage done to
English commerce in the forbidden
zone, to show the present value of this
new engine of naval war, and until a
defense is found no one can tell the
limit of the dreadful powers of this
sort of boat as they increase in size
&nil speed.

*
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A sufficient number of these vessels
on the Atlantic coast would be such a

menace that it would not be feasible
for any European nation to send troop
ships and transports to this side of the
Atlantic until the silent, mysterious
boats have been disposed of, and there
is no way known to dispose of them.
They cannot be attacked by enemy
submarines, for under water they are
blind. In any event it would take so
long to dispose of a large number of
submarines, if we had them, that the
time gained would be or" inestimable
value for the conversion of our na¬
tional resources into war assets.
The last session of Congress appro¬

priated $5."o.OOO for each of sixteen
submarines for harbor and coast de¬
fense, and $1,500,000 for each of two
submarines to be seatrointr fleet sub¬
marines with a surface speed of as
rear as possible to twenty-five knots.
Those ot hf»- first class are to be mere¬
ly improvements upon the commis¬
sioned coast defense boats and do not

present new problems for th*' naval
constructors. This does not mean that
they do not offer problems, for there
are many old difficulties to be over¬
come and the constructors know that
they are responsible for the lives of
the men who will enter and handle
these dangerous boats.
But interest centers in the new boats

designed to make the wonderful speed
of twenty-five knots. The object of in¬
creasing: the speed is to take away the
present "defense" which surface ves¬
sels have against the submarine, name-

ly. to run away from it. A speed of
twenty-five knots ruts all but the
swiftest merchantmen at its mercy, as

very few of them can make that speed.
And while the submarine does not dare
on the surface to approach within
range of the truns of a warship, that
speed will enable it to maneuver about
the dreadna u??hts and superdread-
naughts. The latter are not fast
enough to withdraw from the sight of
a twenty-five-knot submarine, which
could keep up the chase until opportu¬
nity came for using the torpedo. The
increased power and steajning radius
will enable it to reach an attacked
point with certainty and in a reason¬
able time. Such a submarine would
have little difficulty in sailing from
Kiel to the Dardanelles, and would
probably be able to "duck" all interfer¬
ing warships.

When it is remembered that the speed
of the crack destroyer Alwyn, with a

displacement of l,ir>6 tons, is only 20.5
knots, or 4.5 knots faster than the new

boat, which must be designed to run

under the surface, ;is well as upon it;
must carry the weight of her storage
batteries and electric motors, which oc¬
cupy space that otherwise might be
given up lo engine room, and the extra
weight of metal giving the strength to
stand the pressure of water at a depth
of 200 feet, it will be seen that the
naval engineers have a rather difficult
problem, which is further complicated
by the fact that the I>iesel engines usu¬
ally placed in submarines are neither
as well understood nor as powerful as
the steam engine.
One bold way suggested to overcome

the last difficulty is to substitute steam
for the internal combustion engines.
This can be done by installing them in
a separate water-tight compartment,
with telescopic smokestacks to be taken
down and the openings covered with
valves when about to submerge. The
boilers would be heated with oil fuel,
which, v.-hen the boat was about to sub¬
merge, could be cut off. putting out the
furnace fires immediately. There are

objections to this, among them the

greater visibility of the steam and the
longer time required to prepare for
submerging. Experiments in France
with small steam-driven submarines
have not been very successful.
These are questions not yet deter¬

mined; indeed, the plans are far from
ready. Many involved calculations
must be worked out and many experi¬
ments must be made before the naval
engineers can satisfy themselves that
the plans which their creative imagina¬
tion has conceived will produce the re¬

sults twenty-five-knot submarines
which Congress has authorized and di¬
rected.
The designer must give the utmost

thought and study, based on certain
principles and modified by the lessons
to be learned from European waters,
in order to produce a type which will
lead all others and meet the purposes
for which they are intended, namely,
defense of the harbors and coasts of
continental America, and its insular
possessions. It is possible that if called
upon to enforce the Monroe doctrine
they may he employed to defend the
roast of some of the .South American
republics.
Submarines are of two classes. The

coast defense boat is about 250 feet
long and of 500 tons displacement, pro¬
pelled on the surface at the rate of
thirteen to fifteen knots by heavy oil-
burning I>iese1 engines, and. when sub¬
merged, at the rate of ten to eleven
knots by electric power from storage
batteries. It has a surface-cruising
radius of 2,000 miles, with a crew of
twenty, officers and men. The second
class, called "fleet submarines," none
of which has been launched in any
country, is much larger, the only one
under construction having a length of
over 250 feet, » displacement of over
1.000 tons, an estimated speed of over
twenty knots on the surface and ten
to eleven knots when submerged, with
a cruising radius of at least .'J,000 miles.
As far as known this country is the
only one which has even contracted
for these.

Up to the outbreak of the European
war no one treated the submarine with
much respect, except the few officers of
lower rank who had commanded and
knew them, and the very progressive
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officers of higher rank, who are always
looking for an innovation or an inven¬
tion, the possession of which means a
real advantage to the navy. To those
men and Secretaries of the Navy the
existence and development of the sub¬
marine is due, for they are all based
upon the invention of the American,
Holland, nn<J our navy acquired and
operated the first practical submarine.
It is quite certain that the allies and

the Germans are building many of
these boats, but in spite of the various
pictures which have been published of
them, but little is really known of
their number or their design, although
they are thought to have continued the
type in use before the outbreak of hos¬
tilities, which are about the same in
size and design as our coast defense
type. It is known that the English
government canceled an order given
before the war for one large boat of
high speed, and instead contracted for
five of the old type.
It is known that some of them carry

one or more quick-firing guns, which
at time of submerging sink into open¬
ings in the deck, where they are cov¬
ered and protected from the water.
These are used against hostile air¬
ships and upon light warships and
merchant ships.
There is quite a general error as to

the time a submarine can run under
water. It depends upon the degree of
power user!. But. generally speaking,
its supply of electricity is exhausted in
about six hours, and then it can go no
farther until it comes to the surface
and. with the power taken from its sur¬
face engines, recharges the storage
batteries. With a. view to waving this
power, the Germans early in the war
in the North sea resorted to the very
clever ruse of having an innocent-look¬
ing trawler, disguised as a neutral, tow

their boats, while under water, to their
destination.

But this time of running: is not the
limit of its underwater endurance,
which may be three days or even longer.
Indeed, it is not unusual for one to rest
on the bottom for a day or more to wait
for bad weather or some other trouble
on the surface to pass away.

It is said that last fall an English
submarine was lying in this position
on the bottom of the Baltic when, for
some apparently trivial reason, one of
the officers told the captain he would
like to go to the surface. His com¬

mander, good-naturedly, said they
would go up and look around. The
first thing that came into their peri¬
scope was a small German punboat ly¬
ing directly across their bow, within
easy range of their torpedoes. One
shot was enough. Of course, the sub¬
marine was in great danger, for if the
Kunboat had seen her first a shot from
the quick-firers might have put the sea

serpent out of commission.
Tt is supposed that the most famous

of the submarines came to its end when
her gallant commander took the daring
chance of deliberately coming to the
surface in the midst of an English
squadron and opened torpedo fire upon
them. Unfortunately for him, he
missed his first shots, and. before l.e
could submerge, an English dread-
naught cut him down.

It is said that as the great prow went
into the broadside of the submarine a
little crunching sound was heard, and
by the time the big boat had gone her
length not a vestige remained of the
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crew or of the boat, which will he men¬
tioned in all histories of submarines,
the U-9.
In this country the rate of construc¬

tion of submarines has been slow.
There are few yards which undertake
to build them and they take a long
time to complete them.
Under present conditions it will take

about twenty months from the signing
of the contracts before the submarines
of the first class will be delivered, and
about thirty months before those of
the second class will be completed. In
case of need this time could be short¬
ened, but not so very much, and a pa¬
per flotilla has no defensive value in
time of war.
This delay has been, in part, due to

financial conditions and, in part, to the
requirement of perfect construction.
These boats have to stand every ty?st.one of which is submergence to the
depth of 200 feet,' where the pressure
is tremendous, before acceptance. In
the twelve years since the Holland was
launched not many have been built, and
both naval constructors and builders
have had to feel their way. The Diesel
Internal combustion engine, the crea¬
tion of only a little more than ten
years, is quite complicated and has by
no means reached its perfect develop¬
ment. The early submarines used gaso¬line engines.

*
* *

The early boats, sent to the Philip¬
pines and to western waters with the
idea that they were drawing to the end
of their usefulness and would never be
brought back, have behaved well, and,
with the exception of the F-4, which
was sunk at Hawaii, have been giving
very little trouble, although constantly
cruising and submerging in the compe¬
titions which are carried on. The new¬

er and supposedly stronger and better
boats were retained on the Atlantic
coast, and for some reason these are

the ones which have given most trou¬
ble.
Their showing .after the recent re¬

view in New York harbor has drawn
the attention of the department to
these boats, and it has accordingly re¬

organized the flotilla, putting Capt.
Grant in command, charged with the
duty of ascertaining, and, if possible,
removing, the causes of the trouble, for
there is no good reason why the At¬
lantic flotilla should not make a show¬
ing even better than the older boats in
the Pacific.
The handling of the boats which go

below the surface of the water as an

aeroplane goes abov it contributeg as
much to their success as that of the
air pilot to the air machine The cap¬
tain must possess peculiar qualities,
not the least of which is the abiiitv
to secure the absolute confidence of
his crew, a certain even, systematic
way and a nenv* and hrani that work
like lightning in an emergency, or he
will not he aMe to keep his boat in or¬
der or to save it in case of accident.

It is Kern-tally recognized by mili¬
tary men of both army and navy that
this country is open to an attack by
any first-class Huropean power or com¬
bination of them .whose navies can
overwhelm the American fleet. Of
course, it is not possible for them to
drop their own quarrels now. hut when
this conflict is over our day may come.
No class of persons in the world so

earnestly desire peace as the military
officers, who know the horrors of war.
but they also know the weakness of
treaties of peace and the disregard of
The Hague conventions when a nation
is engaged in a conflict in which tic-
stake is all that the genius of that na¬
tion stands for. Not the least of the
horrors of war is the putting aside of
all the nobler feelings and emotions of
the fighters and taking on the very
passion of hatred, so that all feelintrs
of fairness and justice give way to the
necessity of self-preservation.

*¦
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The affairs of nations, through com¬
merce and exchange, are so intimately
/interwoven and modern means of
communication have so far annihilated
distance that complications may arise
which the most temperate statesman¬
ship cannot overcome. Then will come
the strain upon the first line of the
country's defense.the navy.

It has never failed in any task as¬

signed to it. But the daring seaman¬

ship pf John Paul Jones would avail
him.nothing In his old converted mer¬
chantman if he had to meet a modern
gunboat. The Constitution and the
Essex would be easily overtaken and
sunk by a destroyer, and the greatest
battleships of all time will go down
before the elusive submarine. Not that
battleships are no longer necessary,
but if the fleet of the American navy
were supplemented by a sufficient num¬
ber of submarines ;io nation would
take the risk of sending to our shores
an army in transports until the sub¬
marines were controlled, and so far
there is no way known of controllingthem or even' of detecting their pres¬
ence with certainty until they are
about to strike their fatal blow.

Paris, In Midst of War, Prepares Autumn Fashions for American Women
Spc-'ial Oorre.s^n'it-n ». ' T' «. >rar.

PARIS, June 15, 191G.
SCRKaMIN* art in the air

for autumn.
This is not a fashion article,

but, rather, sociological, esthe¬
tic, sporting and industrial, with a

dash of natural history and judicious
inquiry why they do it.
What are all these queer shaj>
Silhouette:- to s*t off fur trimmings.
Dressy ofii« ? girls art- liable to go

down to'.vj; :n shoulder <;tpes with
falling tahs as bijf us apronstriped
with wait, I II tell you.
Strutrgl.ng wives will stroll to mov¬

ing picture.-- in coat-capes, humped,
flounced and putting, bordered with
v. ide bands of patien< *-'

And, I tell you school girls, shop

< OAT 111 >!PKI), BOX PLKAT-
KD AMI H.OI M Kl), BOHDKHKI)
A ITH \\II>K MA.M>*.

.r 1 s, rich girls, poor old ladies with
<> bark teeth, aye, and blooming brides

of maniacal business men will spread
t einsHves in his Jackets with snaky
landing collars, spoted like a

pard, in long straight coats, yoked,
founced «nd scalloped, ruffed Jik*-
clo'ivi:* (but it Is weazel), in eliap^d

coats of brocade, flaring, swelling-,
ermine cuffs on flowing sleeves, vast
square-cut ermine collars, and

*
* *

Vladimir Grunwaldt told me. ,\Ii-
chailovich Grunwaldt, his father, con¬
firmed it.
"It is not our fault," said Vladimir,

"it is the love of the beautiful.
He referred especially to little dogs,

cats, rats and rabbits.
It is almost paradoxical.
"Rich American women set the pace,"

he said, "by loving only beautiful
things."
This is the Rue fie la f'aix, remember.

He showed me bunches of silvered
sables, the most precious in the world,
worth $1,000 per skin. They were al¬
most a 'lull amaranthine black "with
little white hairs," as the American
women say.
"Or these," said Vladimir, "with

darker lines down the back, which I
prefer. A mantle or long coat requires
100 to 11.". skins. You can have beauti¬
ful, natural dark skins from $2>>0
apiece (good, not extra), to $S00 and
$'j00 for extra), and down to 3,SO and
$ 100 for encap. A child can calculate
it. Mrrie, Vanderbilt had one made,
twelve years ago, for $30,000. Today
it would cost double."
You see, it is a sum.
l,oving the beauty of "only the best,"

even our rich women Ii's;iat»-at a sable
roat that cost.- $s>0,moo or $'J0,004>. This
hesitation is the first step toward the
trimming craze.
"These beautiful saides are only ex¬

ceptionally used for garments." said
th»- sort of th«* ;run waldts, "but rather
for stoles, mutt':- a n«1 parures."
So. it is true of th< "beautiful" furs In

general black fox, silver fox. chin¬
chilla, Kamchatka beaver and er¬
mine. A "beautiful" chinchilla mantle
costs % 10,000. The cheapest, $1,600,
"no American woman would look at
it

A I"-;., rloff might order a black fox
peiss*-," said M de Larnarre, coming
up. He one of the great fur « xperts
of the v. orhl. "I have made mantles
lined with bh V; fox for $20,000, hut
not recent! ;» for men. Even astrakhan
has gone away up in the past two
years. A long coat may cost from $500
to $1,000."

*
* *

Which makes the second step towara
the fur-trimming craze.

Scarcity and the dye brush.
He brought out two lovely, lustrous

black fox stoles. I chose the most beau¬
tiful It proved to be a "lustre".red
Canadian fox, tinted black with the

dye brush.worth $30.
The other, exactly like it, but seem¬

ing, to me, slightly less beautiful, was
a real, a natural black fox, worth
$:».ooo.
"Ten dyed black foxes are sold for

one natural one," said M de Lamarre;
"even to rich women. The difference of
price is so great, and the dyed product
so beautiful. The red fox of Canada
used to be considered trash. Today it
is a handsome fur of itself. To make it

The Fur Trimming Craze to Come With First Cool Days.Utilizing Skins of Rabbits,
Cats, Rats and Dogs to Manufacture Imitation Seal, Ermine and Chinchilla. Use of the
Dye Brush.But Paris Furriers Say Fashions Will Be Beautiful and Altogether New.Queer
Shapes of Coats and Capes for the Autumn Season.American Women Set the Pace for
Beautiful Furs, and the French Depend Upon Their Custom.

Mark you do riot flip it.nothing that
resembles vulgar dyeing.but you touch
it with the dye brush. Lustre is the
right word. Marvelous production!"
And this, mind you, is the most ex¬

pensive furrier in the world. You pay
your money and taka your choice, the
natural or the lustre.
Hut, the Rue <le la I'aix forced to

praise the dye brush, what shall it not
be in the world of good women?
Take a skin of which America is king

.the seal.
"The most beautiful seals are Alas¬

kan,'' said Vladimir, "and your govern¬
ment takes care of them. The hunt is
restricted,' and only the American seal
may enter America. We used to buy
beautiful .skins as low as $1.. Now you
cannot have them for $30. A beautiful
seal oat used to cost $400. Today you
pay $1,100.
Yet never were so many splendid seal¬

skin coats worn.
The cities are full of them, dark, vel¬

vety. supple, cut "dressmaker," in gra¬
cious lines.
Again the dye brush, plus a sl\ave and

haircut.

* ?

Even the great fashionable furriers
honor the product, which is clipped or

shaved rat. The inventor of the proc¬
ess has become a millionaire. You take
a rat skin, and another, and a lot more.

Sew them side by side, like a patch¬
work quilt. Give it a haircut.the ma¬

chine cannot be bought, it must he
rented on a royalty. The smoothing
shave comes next. Then five it, doll it,
by unpatented secret processes.
Muskrat, which the French call mus¬

quash, makes the most expensive arti¬
ficial sealskin. The exclusive fashion¬
able houses only work in musquash
seal, but the big brown sewer rat gives
a charming product, and the rusty dock
rat, except that his skin is tender, not
to mention river rats from South
America, so plentiful that a man has
invented a machine to skin them auto¬
mat ieally.
Wonderful dye brush! The real, nat¬

ural seal invariably must he dyed. Why
not the rat seal? Is it beautiful? Yes.
Is it durable? Almost.
These questions satisfactorily an¬

swered, the advantage of price strikes
the modern woman.
A large sum invested in a single gar¬

ment is a risk.
"How avoid moth?" I asked.

SHOl'LDER C APES, WITH FALLING
TABS AS Bl<; AS APRONS, SKIRTS
SIX DEEP IN I' lR HANDS.

"Perfumes!" blurted out a man who
stood by.
Vladimir frowned slightly. He ad¬

mitted, simply, the existence of fur
perfumes,,as such. "Women like them,"
he said.
"How avoid moths?" I repeated to

the furriers.
"Insure!" laughed Vladimir.

*
* *

Such, indeed, is the practice of fash¬
ionable women, even with their imita-

tions, who have it lumped w,ith the
storage, never keeping their furs at
home through the summer. Naturally,the great houses refuse to tell their
trick. The premiums are all pureprofit. It is said they never lose a
skin or garment.
Now, insurance on a fifty-dollar stole

of dyed black fox.beg pardon, luster.
is more reasonable than on the naturalarticle, worth $5,000. Worse, a secondskiti^ is needed for the ilfuff, whichmakes $10,000 as against $100.

"It all comes to this," said de I-a-
marre. "women of all categories, richand otherwise, know and love beautifulthings nowadays, and are not contentwith a single fur garment."
Which brings on the trimming crazein full.
"It is not our fault." he repeated."It is a world current."
Never were natural skins so dear.No matter. The market is continuallyrising. It makes no difference. Sincethe war broke out, in August last,there has been no market. It is noth¬ing.
The Leipzig fair took place, for Ger¬

many only. Great quantities of beaverand astrakhan were sold, for richerofficers. The rest was army furnishing,sheep, lamb. etc. What do womenknow or care, in Paris and New York?The times are ripe. The war strikesthe hour of new outlines. Ermine,chinchilla, sables-tails, putois (fitch),light fox mole and flying-squirrel arethe extremely fashionable furs fortrimmings.
Not to mention skunk!
"The skunk comes from America."said M. de Limarre. "We used to buythem for $1 or $2 per skin. Today theyare worth up to $20 per skin."

*
* *

Evidently, the struggling wife (you
say) will find skunk trimming dear?
No. Skunk trimming is within the
reach of all. It is made from flying-
squirrel.
"When well worked." said Vladimir,'the imitation is excellent. Do not im¬

agine for a moment that the house of
Grunwaldt deals in it. I tell you these
things because you ask me. It is a
world current."
But. flying-squirrel, you say, is itself

almost dear? Pardon. Flying-squirrel
is made from the hairy rat of the
Orinoco. The rivers swarm with them,from Brazil to the Argentine. But, you

1 OKED, FLOlNCED A\D SCALLOPED.
RIFFLED LIKE CLOWNS, IV
ERMINE.

say. don't they need those rats for
sealskins? Pardon, sealskin is made,
equally, from rabbit. Rabbit sealskin
has a "softness and a luster all its own.

And should the schoolgirl need more

skunk, it is made from the European
marmot, not to mention the American
opossum.
The American opossum comes entirely

from Australia.
Moleskin Is a highly fashionable

trimming. Moleskin is beautiful and
fairly expensive. Yet you will see

bands of moleskin three deep on the
yoked coat of the flower-faced shopgirl.
How? Why?
Moleskin is made out of little doers.

And rabbits.
Ermine ruffs, square turn-over col¬

lars, ermine cuffs and edgings lend a

purity and freshness to young beauty.
Jt is the emblem of purity and honor
without stain. Ermine, you sa.v, is ex¬

pensive. Since the middle ages, it has
garbed royalty and the judges of men.

Ermine is^inade from the white do¬
mestic cat.
So, the proud woman, with her

wealth, you conclude, must fall back
on chinchilla. It is the choicest of in¬
door furs. No other skin so resembles
the plumage of downy-feathered birds
as the skin of the little mouse of the
Andes. Chinchilla becomes rarer and
more costly each year. Chinchilla trim¬

ming is the appanage of the rich.

Tt is hard to be exclusive these days.
Girls who wish to hold your heads up,

ask for Asiatic chinchilla. Real. 110

imitation.
They are real chinchilla mice, except

AMONG the interesting exhibits at

the New York aquarium is a col¬

lection of albino trout. These crea¬

tures, which are all of a clear cream

white, including their tins, with no

color about them except that of their
characteristic bright ruby-red eyes,
are most striking and curious in ap¬
pearance.
In its natural coloring the lake trout

shows 011 its Upper body white or gra\-
isii spots 011 a brown background, on

the larger albino lake trout the spots
can be discerned, appearing as very
faint snots of the same color, but of
a different weave in a woven fabric.
These spots show so faintly that they
would never be noticed by one un¬

familiar with this species and its
markings. To the casual eye these
fishes present bodies of solid unbroken
white.
The lake trout is a handsome fish,

and these albino trout are perfect
specimens without a blemish. They ap¬
pear not as freaks, but simply as

graceful and beautiful white fishes. To
display them to greater advantage by
contrast the larger albino trout are

shown in a tank of brook trout.

HE good business -man turns
^ everything.weather, war, crops

.to practical use in his business."
The speaker was George W. Perkins,

the millionaire of New York. He con¬
tinued

.Just as the clever girl turns every¬
thing to practical use toward getting
settled in life, you know.

"1 said the other day to a girl:
"'Well, have you learned to swim yet

this summer."
"'Oh, yes,' she answered, 'seven

times.' "

* *

Albino Lake Trout.

Seven Chances.

that they come from the Himalayas,Tibet. Mongolia, Siberia. To be pre¬
cise, they are very tiny rats. The Rus¬
sians who discovered them counted on
makiriK millions. The supply is great,
but. unfortunately or fortunately, they
have to he "worked" to imitate their
rich relations of the Andes, and "work¬
ing'" is artificial. So it would appear
that the vast stock which has piled up
in itussia since last August is destined
to delight the modest purses of good
women.
Heart up! Every one shall have fur

trimming.
Striped and zehraed, handed, edged

and spotted, tabbed and aproned, yoked,
flounced, collared, ruffed and bordered,
the good women will disport them¬
selves in new shapes, humped and
puffing, shoulder-caped. hipped-jacket¬
ed, aye. scolloped, or in lone lines verti¬
cally ring-striped. What do 1 know'.'
They are silhouettes adaped to fur-

trimmings
"Queer:" 1 said, quitting the great

Paris house of real furs.
"Queer." "eplied Vladimir, "but beau¬

tiful. Our sympathies are with all
women. am glad that they shall have
fur trimmings!"

^ of-arms of tiie Earl of Eeinster.
They stand with plain collar, chained.
The motto is "I'roin-a-boo." which
means "To Victory." An Interesting
story pertains to this device, w hich
Vas adopted in the year 1 "i 11» by John
Fitzthomas Fitzgerald.
When this Earl of Leinster was an

infant he formed one of the residents
of Woodstock, now belonging" to the
.Marlborough famil>. There was a fire
in the castle one night, and in the con¬

fusion that prevailed the child was

overlooked. When he was remembered
those who dashed for the nurserj found
it in flames. The infant was. however,
soon found in one or" the towers,

clasped in the arms of a big ape, which,
with considerable courage, had fought
its way through the smoke and flames
in order to rescue its \oung friend. It
had carried the child to the top of one
of the towers, which, its intelligence
told it. was the safest place in the
burning structure.

In recognition of this act of devo¬
tion the earl, when he attained man¬

hood, actually discarded the family
coat-of-arms and adopted the monke>s
for his crest, and the family lias re¬

tained it to this day. This, it has been
pointed out, is the only known instance
of the admission of the monkey into
the select circle of animals in heraldry.

HE late Charles Frolinian used to
" divide Americans into two classes--
those who dine in evening dress and
those who dine in their shirt sleeves.
"Or, to put it better," Mr. Frohinan

would say, "the two great American
? .lasses are. first, those who dress for
dinner, and. second, those who undress
for dinner."

STERLING HEILKi.

The Two Classes.


